
Hi Reader

Greetings and Welcome to our Monthly Newsletter!

While global markets are tumbling and fear of Credit Suisse 

collapse causing systemic banking risk, like the Lehman fall in ’08, is 

a cause of concern, the Indian populace is celebrating the victory of 

“good over evil” on the occasion of Navratri and Durga Pooja.

In this release, we pay tribute to the teachers of investing in this 

Teacher’s Day month, cover major news highlights, and share 

insightful commentary by our WealthBasket Managers along with 

that one stock they can’t get enough of. We also discuss not-so-

common investing terms along with a surprising “Did you know” and 

a featured question from a subscriber! 

We are also proud to announce new partnerships we forged this  

month, increasing our conviction on building a platform to  

democratize investing and a sneak peek into what we are building!
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RBI raises repo rate by 0.5% in the  
4th consecutive hike

The US hikes interest rates while recession  
signs persist, deja-vu of 1929?

₹19,500 cr PLI scheme for solar PV  
modules approved
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RBI decided to hike the repo rate after inflation rose to 7% in August 2022.  

Till now, in 2022, inflation has stayed above RBI’s target’s upper limit of 6%,  

prompting RBI to raise the repo rate. Like many other economies, India  

has had to deal with high inflation due to supply shocks caused by the  

Russia-Ukraine crisis.

The interest rate hikes were triggered by a need to bring down inflation in 

the US economy but would also lead to higher borrowing costs and 

slower economic growth.

Currently, economies worldwide face the threat of a recession. Many 

have likened the September hikes to the 1929 interest rate hikes that 

preceded the Great Depression.

On 30th September, RBI raised the repo rate yet again. After the hike of  

0.5%, the repo rate stands at 5.9% - the highest it has been in 3 years. RBI  

has decided to stay focused on withdrawing accommodation to ensure  

inflation remains in the target range going forward while supporting  

growth.

In September, in the third consecutive interest rate hike by the US Federal  

Reserve, the interest rates were hiked by 0.75%. This brought the interest  

rate target range to 3 - 3.25%.

On 21st September, the Cabinet approved the second tranche of a 

production-linked incentive (PLI) scheme for high-efficiency solar PV 

modules. The outlay of the PLI scheme is set to be ₹19,500 cr, and it aims to 

attract investments worth ₹94,000 cr in the sector. 

The government expects the PLI scheme to lead to import savings to the  

tune of ₹1.37 trillion. Foreign companies will be allowed to apply for this PLI  

scheme, and the approvals will follow foreign direct investment (FDI) norms.

The first tranche of the PLI scheme was approved last year and had an  

outlay of ₹4,500. The bids were awarded to Adani Group, Reliance Industries 

and Shri Shirdi Sai Group.
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In the stock market, various routes to wealth creation exist. You can  

take the value investing route or the growth investing route. You may  

keep it simple or invest in emerging technologies that might change  

how the world works. For every investing style, there is a pioneer you  

can learn from.

This article is a tribute to these legendary investors who became our 

teachers in the investing discipline on the occasion of Teacher’s Day 

Month. 

Most influential investors 
and their teachings 

INVESTMENT STYLE

BlogBaskets
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Nestle India was part of SENSEX when it was first constituted
in 1979, dropped later on only to be re-entered in Dec’19,
replacing Vedanta Ltd. 
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Grave Dancer
INVESTMENT STYLE

WordBaskets

A person seeking to buy distressed assets at a discount can be 

termed a 'grave dancer'. Grave dancers are a type of value investor. 

They invest in troubled companies or severely undervalued assets 

and aim to make a profit when their prices rise.

The term 'grave dancer' originates from these investors dancing  

on the mistakes (graves) of others.

Cockroach Theory
INVESTING THEORY

For every cockroach you see, there are probably a few more hiding in 

the dark. The cockroach theory refers to the pessimistic belief that when 

one bad thing is revealed to investors, other bad things will soon be 

revealed in the future.

Suppose we hear that a certain bank catering to specific geography 

has high bad debts. If investors follow the cockroach theory, they will 

conclude that other banks operating in similar regions also have high 

bad debts.
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(Click here to explore WealthBaskets by Gulaq)

We are bullish on the utilities and industrial sectors. Utilities  

are considered to be a safer sector, and it did well even in  

the 2008 financial crisis. These companies also tend to be  

good dividend payers. 

These 2 sectors have about 15% weight in BSE500 stocks,  

but we have about 60% allocation to these two sectors.

Vivek Sharma
Director, Strategy 

(Click here to explore WealthBaskets by Rupeeting)

We are staying put in terms of portfolio allocation since we 

have been fairly well-placed in anticipation of ongoing 

trends. However, we have been recommending keeping 

some dry powder to buy on large dips.

Sagar Lele, CFA
Founder

(Click here to explore WealthBaskets by Tikona Capital)

In the current scenario, we are optimistic about and prefer  

the Consumerism, Formalization, and Financialization  

themes among the six multidecadal themes

Sumit Poddar
Founder & CIO

WealthThoughts 
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Key Information

This stock is in 13 WealthBaskets

Sector Price To Book Ratio

Capitalization Category Dividend Yield

Bank 3.01

Large Cap 0.61%

Price To Earnings Ratio

20.53

ROE Ratio

14.74%

ICICIBANK

₹862.80

AAA NEXT Generation
Managed by AlfAccurate Advisors

Abakkus Smart Flexi-Cap Portfolio
Managed by Abakkus Investment Advisors

Abakkus Smart Build India Portfolio
Managed by Abakkus Investment Advisors

ABM Dual Advantage Portfolio
Managed by Aditya Birla Money

Alpha Bluechip
Managed by Renaissance Investment Managers

Alpha Core & Satellite
Managed by Renaissance Investment Managers

Alpha Dynamic Thematic
Managed by Renaissance Investment Managers

Alpha Momentum
Managed by Renaissance Investment Managers

Bread and Butter
Managed by Rupeeting

Kasturi Equity Opportunity Portfolio
Managed by Finkasturi Nivesh

Socially Responsible Investing
Managed by Rupeeting

Themes For Decade - Large Cap 20
By Tikona Capital

OpenQ Banking & Investment Services
Managed by Quantech Capital

One Stock that WealthBasket  
Managers can not get enough of

Trade

BSE
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WealthPulse

-2.01%

-0.68%

INR/USD

NIFTY 50 Gold

-2.56%

$

Alpha Bluechip

2.3% NIFTY 200
Returns (1M) Benchmark

By Renaissance Investment Managers

Most Bought WealthBasket

Invest Now

-2.71%
Benchmark Returns (1M)

01-09-22 to 30-09-22

Rocketship

5.5% NIFTY 50
Returns (1M) Benchmark

Managed by Rupeeting

Best Performing WealthBasket

Invest Now

-2.56%
Benchmark Returns (1M)

HIGH

HIGH
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New Members  
of WealthDesk  
Ecosystem
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What are  
we building?
Embedded WealthDesk Gateway (EWG)

EWG enables the users on a platform to execute buy/sell orders of 

stocks and ETFs without having to leave the app/website 

Added 7 more brokers on the gateway

New account opening with IIFL enabled

ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund using EWG to boost ETF business

Successfully launched on Product Hunt

Transaction capability is enabled on the portfolio screen, which allows  
users to see all the securities they bought on the  
app or website through EWG

UPDATES

Offline to Online (O2O) Workflow 

Launching O2O workflow feature in WealthDesk Business to help  

distributor/broker partners meet the investing needs of offline not-so- 

tech-savvy or the RM-led customers.

Click here to read more

Stocks to WealthBasket

Stocks to WealthBaskets allows investors to carry out an in-depth  

analysis of a listed entity, trade its stock using Embedded WealthDesk  

Gateway and keep track of WealthBaskets, which hold the stock

Released Discovery Page, which filters stock based on  
market capitalisation and sector

Launched Financials page with consolidated and standalone 
financial statements and key financial metrics

UPDATES
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FAQBaskets
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See you  
next month...…….

WealthBasket Investor

Is WealthBasket a liquid product?

Yes, WealthBasket is a liquid financial product.

Since the equities and ETFs are credited  
directly to your demat account, you can  
invest/withdraw/exit on a real-time basis  
during market hours.

Fri, Sep 30
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